
are you ready to experience?

High Quality Office Space Creator

various colors fill the office with vigor and bring relaxing feeling to 
people. the simple and comfortable feeling will make busy 

work more relaxing, and enable people here to exert 
talents and challenge themselves.

BE ELEGANT
YOUR OFFICE LIFESTYLE

www.wespaceconcept.com
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STONE is the implied meaning of cognition to the final stage of the world in 
life . According to Confucius, “Wise people love water, while benevolent 
people love mountains; the happiness of benevolent pe-ople is like a 
mountain, standing tall, being lofty and peaceful.” In the “STONE” series, 
traditional solid wood and special materials such as high-quality leather, 
marble and brass are combined to create a prod-uct line with a new 
oriental design concept.

In the exploration of form and utility, quality and art, simplicity and 
complexity, “STONE” series interpret the inner thinking and attitude 
of the user through a clean and neat appearance.

The marble table leg is not only structurally simple, but also visually 
conveys a feeling of transparency, highlighting an imperial manner 
that users reign over the world.
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DECISIF

DECISIF means decisiveness and determination in French.

The DECISIF series, made of solid walnut, has a solemn and grand design, which 
represents a character of being decisive, determined and courageous after 
careful considerations.

DECISIF  

Innovative design brings an elegant visual effect delivering independence. DECISIF, an eye-
catching product. First, the clean and neat lines around the table bring a sim-ple and elegant 
appearance. Second, the table legs of pure solid wood deliver a feel-ing of beinfi grm and 
courageous; the high-quality lifting system enables the product a unique function, which 
provides clear need of users.

In the principle of minimalism, the product is clear and tranquil in form. Excellent craft-
smanship can be found in its veneer texture, which is seamlessly wrapped around the edges 
of the table.



TIME  

TIME 

naturalist wooden texture, super matte stoving varnish, 
exquisite cabinet design of 45°; natural, facing troubles 
directly, cultivated, immersed in success and delight.

TIME  
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“TIME – The tribute to the lost time”  series, which is office furniture that incorporates modern styles, 
endows the modern office space with a rational workplace atmosphere. The combination of walnut and 
black leather adds a touch of calmness to fashion, which is more in line with modern manager’s style. The 
side table is designed with drawers, a mainframe cabinet, partition plates, etc., which make well-
arranged storage space possible. The relaxing and calming design can meet the office needs of users in 
different industries. One’s career is like a pilgrimage, and only time can give you thfi enal answer. The way 
ahead will be long, and you will keep going calmly anfi drmly.
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METALLI means “metal” in Finnish. Metal is a substance with lustre, 
ductility and other properties. This product has a hard and strong 
metallifi cnish, combining static noble and dyna-mic vigor; it is 
stylish and refined. In terms of the back cabinet, the designer 
extends the steel feet of the desk, which is light and highly 
metallic; the mirror surface is decorated with stai-nless steel, 
coupled with a milling grooved handle, presents a clean and 
noble appearance.

TAROT 

The administrator’s room is one’s private space, and like the tarot card, it 
is a tool for meditation. We use high-quality wood and high -quality 
hardwarfi ettings to create a unique sense of security. When integrated 
with this office desk, the entirety gives off a sense of trust and credibility, 
which is especially true in its elegant hues and low-profile appearance.
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the elegant maple texture is combined with the strong steel support,

 

which displays the perfect combination of peaceful freshness and 
modern technology; it symbolizes naturalism, with unique design in 
modern times, which shows the extrao-rdinary style. 

OSWALD-XL 

OSWALD-XL 

STEEL 

STEEL 

OSWALD-XL

The clear-textured countertop and head board of solid wood cater to the 
weight feeling required by OSWALD-XL; the feather edge process that 
enables a 5mm hollow-out along the rims of the back cabinet and side 
cabinets brings a visually clean and neat look; a solid foundation is the 
natural center of the surrounding environment, and a symbol of reli-ability 
and durability.
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ACTION 

The ACTION series is the company’s featured product as a trib-ute 
to execution. The new all-aluminum alloy table legs repre-sent a 
perfect combination of aesthetics and mechanics and continue 
the Nordic design style of simplicity in shape. The be-vel edge 
design of the tabletop is also extremely delicate, ful-ly bringing out 
the features of the wood and its texture.

ACTION 

The one-piece large-capacity side cabinets are designed with 
sliding doors and drawers that accommodate a more complex 
management process. The careful border design of the cabinet surface 
allows for more sense of security in setting out your items. 
On the way forward, you should abandon all the nitty-gritty details and 
return to the cleanest beginning. Just like our ACTION series: a subtle blend 
of fashion and design, a perfect match between fun-ction and elegance.
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TIME

Detail is a kind of creation, symbolizes cultivation, connotes art and brings 
success. the design is for all details . we focus on all details with modern 
furniture aesthetics through high technology. we make inspiration 
decorate life and create the u-nique style. 

TIME  

條理分明的胡桃木紋路，彰顯著氣度和決心；通過令人深刻的外型存在，它傳
達了一種強大的信心。這是一種穩定的表達，是思想和抉擇之間的橋樑。每一
場勝仗，從有力量的會議開始。

The clear-cut walnut texture demonstrates tolerance and determi-
nation; through an impressive appearance, it conveys a kind of str-ong 
confidence. This is a stable expression, a bridge between thou-ght and 
choice. Every victory starts with a meeting with strength.



STEEL 斯特 系列 

STEEL  

ACTION 1 ACTION 1 

舒適的色調，幾何的造型，硬朗的線條和自然的紋理，大氣得體的外觀，讓有限的空
間充滿無限的激情，盡顯現代辦公的氣派。無線自由投影，選線上視頻會議，會議桌
智慧插座，只為你高效的優質體驗會議時間。

The comfortable color, geometric design, hard line, natural texture, and elegant a-
ppearance make the limited space filled with unlimited passion and show the mag 
nificent modern office style. the wireless free projection, the online video conferen ce, 
and the conference table with smart socket will let you experience the confere nce with 
high quality.
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ACTION 1 

The elegant walnut texture is combined with the strong steel 
support, which displays the perfect combination of peaceful 
freshness and modern technology; it symbolizes naturalism, with 
unique design in modern times, which shows extraord-inary style. 
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KARLA 

RANKA 

HDEN 

The curve line is elegant, the chair back of simple rounded arch is noble and 
decent, and the metal shows the modern way. the sofa with elegant design can 
be applied in various spaces. simple and comfortable. 

LEISURE 
SOFA SERIES

It is light, comfortable, decent and humble. the concept of simplicity aesthe-tics and 
comfort is displayed from all details, which is the ideal option for leis ureworking area. 
meanwhile, coupled with elegant quality, the leather of high quality and the curved 
cushion will release people from exhaust and make th-em feel happy. 

HDEN 

NOMAN 
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RANDAL 

DEBORAH

DEBORAH

RANDAL  

EASTMAN

EASTMAN  

The art of sewing is interpreted to perfection, perfectly integrated. The 
high-quality materials are combined with smooth and even se-wing. Each 
piece of material is reinforced with blanket stitches. Every tiny detail shows 
our high emphasis on the user experience.

Elegant and clear lines delivefi a rrm and convincing feeling; excellent 
interior materials are soft and comfortable; classic design brings a strai-ght 
and soft shape, providing perfect enjoyment for occupants. They can be 
widely used in senior administrative districts, VIPs waiting area and other 
spaces.

Simplicity is not the same as simpleness. Every detail is an ingenious art 
crystallization, which is an improvement of quality in itself.




